Hello,

I am writing as a concerned citizen. I recently heard that the FDA is allowing vaccinated blood to be donated. This should not be allowed! Those that take a experimental vaccine enroll into a program. We do not know the long term effects. Those individuals agree to those risks, tracking, etc. If a person is in need of blood they will not be given that same option especially if they are unconscious. We already know the vaccine has a 5% death rate for a virus with a NEAR 0% death rate for anyone under the age of 78.

This vaccine hit the market way too fast in my opinion since it is not a standard vaccine like the ones we have had for years. Although my other concern is a new court case that Robert F Kennedy just won because Manufacturers of vaccines have NOT retest any vaccine in over 30 YEARS!!!! So much has changed in the Medical field, and vaccines were supposed to be tested every 5 if I am not mistaken in their agreement to not be sued for injury.

30 YEARS are we serious! What is our Govt doing to us that they mandate 90 vaccines for our kids, but aren't enforcing the laws to ensure safety of those vaccines? With no long term studies to prove otherwise maybe that is why we have so many kids with autism, learning disabilities, birth defects, gender dystopia, etc. No deaths are ever tracked back to vaccines so how do we know?

Texas needs to wake up, and stop mandating medical treatments, and pushing this vaccine because the Govt isn't protecting their citizens.

What are we doing here? We are allowing the Media, Fauci, and Dems continue to instill fear to move us towards Communism, Agenda 2030, and ultimately depopulation as spouted by Gates numerous times on video.

Which brings me back to my point. STOP this in Texas, or have a provision that those vaccinated with an unapproved vaccine cannot donate blood, or the default in hospitals is only non vaccinated blood unless authorized by patient or next of kin. We do not want any blood with this vaccine and the nano bots. I have a right to chose what I put in my body,
and I don't want to have nano bots roaming around with no studies to prove if they will cause other issues. The VEARS report is scary to read, and the ingredient list is even scarier. Hope you are paying attention and not just watching the news because they are not reporting truth!

Thanks,
Stacy Tucci